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After all, the test is more than three and a half hours long not counting the optional trial section and it
currently covers topics in physics, chemistry, organic chemistry, biology, and verbal reasoning. With enough
time and preparation, you can reach your target score. With that being said, it is a good idea to give yourself as
much time as possible to study and the most important resource you should use to study is a set of MCAT
review books. There are a lot of different options out there, but the three most widely used sets, in my
experience, are those produced by Kaplan, the Princeton Review, and the Berkeley Review. I personally used
the sets offered by Kaplan and the Berkeley Review when I was studying and I found that each offered
different benefits. The Kaplan review books, though, were my go to source for reviewing the different
concepts and I preferentially used this set for two major reasons. First, the Kaplan books are very simple to
read. The text gets right to the point and it tends to explain concepts in ways that are very easy to understand
through the use of tools like metaphors and diagrams. Additionally, the Kaplan books do an excellent job of
highlighting essential information that you should know by including notes on the side of the text that marked
particularly important concepts. The second major reason that I preferred the Kaplan books is that the books
provide an integrated review of the concepts by including notes in the text that explain how certain concepts
tie together across different subjects. For example, say you were studying the concept of how kidneys work.
Well, in the Kaplan books, there would be a note on the side of this section that ties the concept of kidney
function back to the concept of active and passive transport. I found that reading these notes that bridge the
two concepts really helped me to better understand and use the information that I was learning. The Berkeley
Review books have their own benefits and are quite different from the Kaplan books. The most important
thing to note about this set of books is that it is more suited for students who already have a pretty decent
comprehension of all the concepts. The text goes much more in depth when explaining ideas and the language
that is used is much more complicated than that found in the Kaplan books. I found that reading the Berkeley
Review books was very useful whenever there was a concept that I was still confused about even after reading
the explanation in the Kaplan books. That being said, I would not recommend learning concepts from scratch
using the Berkeley Review books. I would suggest that you find a simpler overview to get you acquainted
with the information first, and then turn to the Berkeley Review books for a more complete explanation. The
major benefit of using the Berkeley Review books, though, is that the books include an ample amount of
practice problems that are extremely useful for solidifying the information that you learn. Other review books,
like the set offered by Kaplan, also include practice problems, but the problems in the Berkeley Review books
are especially useful because they tend to be harder than the problems you will encounter on the real exam.
This is beneficial because, if you can learn to solve these problems well, then the problems that you face on
the real exam will seem much easier. In summary, the Kaplan review books are great if you want to learn
concepts from scratch and if you enjoy text that is simple, concise, and full of metaphors and diagrams. In
contrast, you should opt for the Berkeley Review books if you already have a decent understanding of the
various concepts covered on the MCAT and if you want text that is more comprehensive, detailed, and which
challenges your understanding of the material at a higher level. If neither of these options matches your
preferences, then you may find the books offered by the Princeton Review to be best for you. Ultimately, the
biggest factor that determines your success will not be which set of books you study from, but rather how
much effort you put into studying the set that you choose. So, with that, I wish you the best of luck with your
studying and I urge you to remain persistent with your preparation! More information can be found here: A
polished application is necessary for you to earn admission to your dream school. Dyad helps you impress
Admissions Officers!
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Chapter 2 : Berkeley review books for sale
The sole mission of The Berkeley Review (TBR) is to prepare students for the Medical College Admissions Test
(MCAT).By focusing our resources only on the MCAT, we are able to offer an intensive, yet personalized preparation
course at a competitive price.

These courses are fantastic in their own right, but for those with discipline and strong study skills, there are
self-study options at only a fraction of the cost. Considering a prep course? Check out the best MCAT prep
courses for this year. The colorful drawings and helpful hints in the margins make memorizing key facts easy.
Memory is the priority here, whether or not you actually enjoy the tactics for how EK got you to memorize the
details. Three to four quizes with about six to seven questions are sprinkled throughout each chapter, helping
you to check that you understand the material that was presented. In addition, at the end of each chapter, there
is a minute exam designed to test your knowledge in MCAT format immediately following your review of the
content information in the chapter. Similarly, at the end of the book there are a few minute practice exams of
20 questions. They are pretty difficult â€” harder than what you will find on the MCAT, which makes for great
practice. You can also score yourself afterwards and they have a scale that shows you an estimation of what
your section score would be on the real MCAT. We totally dig this feature! Perhaps this additional knowledge
can serve as nerdy small talk at your next party. As these books are heavy on details, you should devote more
than 3 months to studying with this book. This MCAT book set offered by Kaplan includes an expert study
plan, detailed subject review, and hundreds of online and in-book practice questions. With full-color
illustrations, online resources, and high-yield badges to help you focus your study, we think these are some of
the best MCAT prep books out there. All the material in this book are vetted by medical experts as well as an
MD for complete accuracy. In addition to end-of-chapter outlines that summarize chapter material, each of
these books offer glossaries and indexes that makes working through the AAMC guide super convenient. Also
included are concept checks, although not really in standard AAMC question formatting, they are still helpful
in recalling information and checking that you understand the content your just read. In addition to these
questions throughout the books, students have access to three practice tests online. This online addition allows
students to simulate test-day conditions, as this test is administered on the computer. This 7-book series can be
utilized as your main MCAT study tool and can also be especially convenient during your last weeks of
studying, as you can quickly review old material by utilizing their helpful end-of-chapter outlines. Knowledge
necessary for the MCAT is covered, but any additional, potentially helpful details are not provided. Where we
found a difference, however, is in the level of details Princeton Review goes into. PR provides more in-depth
information on principles than Kaplan, especially using a distinct tone in its writing, offering a more
professional language that errs seriously The Princeton Review offers 7 books: More in-depth information on
principles than Kaplan High-quality end-of-chapter quizzes for review of concepts 3 full-length online practice
tests High-quality graphics for learning difficult principles Drawback s: Sometimes you can find them on
Amazon, but they will sell out quickly. Well, the material that they cover is extremely specific and in-depth.
However, compared to Kaplan, Princeton Review, and Examkrackers, these books are a bit dull, mostly
black-and-white and offering few graphics. So , again, why is this in our list of best MCAT prep books? The
Berkeley Review books contain hundreds of fantastic review questions, which makes this book actually
function more like a practice test than as review material. Each chapter ends with questions based mostly on
the passage you read. The set boasts 1, General Chemistry questions, Physics questions, Organic Chemistry
questions, and 99 Verbal passages. These books are extremely difficult to order, are expensive, and, honestly,
can be a bit, dare we sayâ€¦ boring. That said, if you want some awesome practice questions, this serves well
as a supplement to your studies. And this recommendation certainly is not priced as such, either. This home
study course by Gold Standard is chock-full of practice questions over 4, , 5 full-length tests the other courses
by Kaplan, PR, and EK only offer 3 , 8 books 5 e-books and 3 physical books , and 5 additional CARS
full-length tests to supplement its CARS program. To top it all off, this home study kit includes a DVD on the
medical school interview and how to nail it. As a one-stop-shop for an MCAT home study program, this
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package comes with a lofty price tag. If you are a visual learner and still want a fully comprehensive and
guided test prep experience from the comfort of your own home, then this is the MCAT prep for you. At the
end of the day, this is still cheaper than a commercial in-person MCAT prep course.

Chapter 3 : Academic Guidance | My Comparison of MCAT Review Books - | Dyad - Mentorship for the Mo
My review of two MCAT prep book sets: Examkrackers or Berkeley Review MCAT. One is better for students with a
basic understanding of concepts, the other is too detailed at times and shines with its review questions.

Chapter 4 : How effective is The Berkeley Review? : Mcat
The Berkeley Review complete set of MCAT preparation books, including Verbal Reasoning (). Like new, they were
highly helpful for my daughter to score high and get admission into a good medical sc.

Chapter 5 : Berkeley Review MCAT: Textbooks, Education | eBay
The Berkeley Review MCAT Complete Set Books (The Berekely Review MCAT) | Box set. by The Berkeley Review.
Paperback. $ (1 used & new offers) 4 out of 5.

Chapter 6 : Fakespot | The Berkeley Review Mcat Complete Set 10 Books The Berekely Review Fake Rev
The MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) is offered by the AAMC and is a required exam for admission to medical
schools in the USA and Canada. /r/MCAT is a place for support, discussion, advice, social networking, news, study tips
and more.

Chapter 7 : The Berkeley Review Mcat Complete Set 10 Books The Berekely Review Mcat | Fakespot Ana
For content review, as long as you cross-reference the LATEST AAMC MCAT guide, you may be fine with older
versions of the books. You'll just need to omit certain subjects from the old books (such as solids in the physics book.).

Chapter 8 : Examkrackers or Berkeley Review for MCAT prep books?
Find great deals on eBay for berkeley review mcat books. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 9 : BERKELEY REVIEW MCAT PRACTICE TESTS EBOOK DOWNLOAD
Name: The Berkeley Review MCAT Complete Set Books (The Berekely Review MCAT) Company: Category: Books
Total Reviews: 10 FakeSpot Grade: Go to analysis for more information, including grade and least authentic reviewers.
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